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Abstract 
For any t and k with 2<~t<~k, there is a number eo=eo(t,k ) such that, for any positive 
number v and any prime power q there is an orthogonal array O(t,k;v.q e) for all e~>e 0.
This is accomphished via a group-divisible design construction that converts arrays of large 
index to arrays of index unity; this is a generalization of a construction of Wilson in the case 
t=2. 
1. Orthogonal arrays and transversal designs 
For  any positive s let Is = {1,2 . . . . .  s}. A set is called an s-set when it is of size s. 
Given 2 ~ t ~< k, v, and 2, an orthogonal array [1, p. 386], written O)(t, k; v), is a k x 2v t 
rectangular array of numbers from Iv, such that 
(i) in each t-set of rows, every ordered t-tuple of I v occurs as a column exactly 
2 times. 
The parameter  t is called the strength of the array and 2 is the index. When the index 
2 = 1 we write O(t, k, v). 
Define a row of a product  set X = lk x /9  to be any of the subsets {i} x Ig with i~Ik. 
Define a transversal t-design [1, p. 51], written Ta(t,k;g), as a family of k-sets, called 
blocks, over the set X = Ik x I 0 with the 
(i) each block intersects each of the 
(ii) each t-set of points from distinct 
The rows of X are often called groups 
a group-divisible design [1, p. 51]. 
following properties: 
k rows of X in exactly one point, 
rows is in exactly 2 blocks. 
and a transversal design is a special case of 
Orthogonal  arrays and transversal designs have the following connection: An 
orthogonal array O~(t, k; v) exists if and only if a transversal design Ta(t,k;v) exists 
[1, p. 386]; as it is more convenient (for the purposes here) to work with transversal 
designs, all results are stated in terms of transversal designs. For  all designs con- 
sidered, when the index is unity (2 = 1) it is suppressed. 
Now we can state the main theorem. 
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Theorem 1. For any t and k with 2 <~ t <~ k, there is a number eo=eo(t, k) such that, for 
any positive number v and any prime power q there is a transversal design T(t, k; v'qe) for 
each e >~ eo. 
When t--2, Theorem 1 is superseded by the theorem of Chowla, Erd6s and Straus 
[1, p. 489]. The proof of Theorem 1 uses the following results. 
Theorem 2. Whenever q is a prime power and 2 <~ t<~ k <~ q + 1 there is a transversal 
design T(t, k; q). 
This is due to Bush [5]. Deleting rows from a transversal design T(t,k; v) yields 
a transversal design T(t, k'; v) for any t ~<k'~< k. 
Theorem 3. I f  there are transversal designs T(t,k;u) and T(t,k;v) then there is 
a T(t, k; u.v). 
This is due to MacNeish [7] when t = 2 and Bose [3] when t i> 3. We denote the 
resulting design by T(t, k; u.v) = T(t, k; u) ® T(t, k; v) and refer to this as the product. 
A corollary to the last two theorems is as follows. 
Theorem 4. For any t, k and v, with 2 <~ t <~ k, if every (maximal) prime power factor q of 
v satisfies q >~ k -  1 then there exists a transversal design T(t, k; v). 
The following theorem of Ray-Chaudhuri and Singhi [8] guarantees the existence 
of transversal designs with sufficiently large index. 
Theorem 5. For any v, k >1 t >~ 2 and 2, with 2 >~ 2o(t, k, v), there is a transversal design 
Tx(t, k; v). 
An explicit bound for 4o is given by Rosenberg [9]. 
2. Partial designs 
Let 9 be a family of k-sets (with possible multiplicities) from the set I, and let ~- be 
a family of t-sets of lu. We say 9 is a partial design, written P~(t, k; u), that covers the 
t-sets Y if: 
(i) each t-set in ~- is in exactly 2 blocks of 9,  counting multiplicities, and 
(ii) each t-set not in ~-- is not in any block of 9. 
Given a prime power qa and a t-set T= {rl ..... rt} cIu,  define the following family of 
t-sets from lu × Iqd 
T® lqd={ {(rl,sl), ...,(rt, s,)}: s,, ...,Staled} 
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and 
~- ®Iq~= ~ T®Iq, .  
Te~ 
Theorem 6. Given u and t >~2, let q be a prime power satisfying q)qo(t,u). I f  there is 
a partial design Pq(t, k; u) that covers a family oft-sets i f  then, for any d>~ 1~-I, there is 
a partial design P(t,k;u.q d) that covers the t-sets J -® Iq,. 
Remarks. (i) We have the particular values: qo(2,u)=u+l and qo(3,u)=3u-3. 
(ii) If the partial design Pq(t, k; u) is a group-divisible design with groups G1 . . . . .  G~, 
then the partial design P(t, k; u.q ~) constructed in Theorem 6 is also a group-divisible 
design (with index unity) with groups G1 × Iq . . . . . .  U s × Iq~. See Ref. [1, p. 45] for the 
appropriate definitions. 
Theorem 6 is a generalization of a construction of Wilson [10, p. 74] for the case of 
2-sets. When t = 3, Theorem 6 is used by Blanchard [2] to construct infinite families of 
Steiner 3-designs. 
The following technical result is needed in the proof of Theorem 6. Let q be a prime 
power and t and u be positive integers atisfying t ~< u ~< q. Let Dzq denote the field of size 
q. For  any r, O<<.r<~t, and 
S = {s,+ 1 . . . . .  s,} c U:qdefine the t 
tl e~ ... 
l e r . . .  
M(E; S)= 
1 Sr+ 1 -" 
i1 st ... 
any r-subset 
x t matrix 
et1-2 0 
err -2 0 
t 2 t -1  
Sr+ I Sr+ l 
stt 2 stt-1 
E = {el,. . . ,  e,} c U:q and ( t - r ) -subset  
Theorem 7. Given t and u, with 2 <~ t<~ u, there is a number ql = ql (t, u) such that,for any 
prime power q >~q l there are two u-subsets of ~:q, ~ and 5 ~, such that for any r, O <.r <~t, 
and any r-subset Ec~ and (t-r)-subset Sc5~ the matrix M(E;S) is non-singular. 
3. Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 1. Given k ~ 3, set ~ = {a ~ k -  1: a is a prime power}; all prime 
powers less than k. Then by Theorem 5, for each a~,  there is a T~.(t,k;a) for all 
2~2o(t,k,a). For each a~,  pick na large enough so that 2n"~2o(t,k,a) and 
2na~qo(t, ka); set no=max{n, :  a~}.  Now pick any prime power p. Then 
p.o >/~.o(t, k, a) and p.o ~ qo(t, ka) for all ac~;  set q = p"°. Thus, for all a~,  there exists 
a Tq(t,k;a) and q~qo(t, ka). A transversal design Tq(t,k;a) is a partial design 
Pq(t, k; ka) over the set X = lk × I~ that covers exactly the t-sets of X whose t points are 
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in t distinct rows; we call this family of t-sets 3- and it has size [~-1 =(tk)a t. Setting 
do=(~)(k - 1) t, Theorem 6 gives a partial design P(t,k;ka.qd°), with index unity, over 
the set (I k x I , )x  lq,o that covers the t-sets ~--® lq~ o. This is precisely a transversal 
design Tit, k; a.q d°) over the set lk x (I~ x lq~o). 
For any v>~2, we have a factorization v=H~ ~al into distinct (maximal) prime 
power factors. From Theorem 2, there is a T(t, k; a~) with index unity for each prime 
power al (~ ~. Taking products gives 
~= (~ T(t,k;al.q a°) (~ T(t,k;ai) 
a i e ~ '  a i ~ .~  
and ~ is a T(t,k; v.p~"), where ev=noY~do<<.nodo[~l.  
Set 
eo=no(1 +do l~ l ) ,  
then eo=eo(t,k) is independent of v and p. For any e>~eo, we have 
n = e -  et, >~ eo - ev ~> no and p" >>, p"" ~> k - 1, so there is a T(t, k; p"). Taking the product 
we have ~ ® T(t,k;p ~) is a T(t,k;v.p~). The proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Let ~q denote the field of size q. Assuming u ~<q- 1, choose 
a u-set ~ c Dzq~,, {0 / and set 5% = ~9~w{0}. Given a set A and a non-negative integer r, we 
denote the set of r-subsets of A by (A). For any SE(~ °) and e~DZq, write 
=1 e 0 
6(e;S) 1 s~ s~ 
1 s~ s~ 
=(s2 - st)(sls2 -e (s l  + s2)). 
Define 813 = {e~DZq: 6(e, S)4:0, VSe(f ')}.  For any Se(f°), there is at most one eeD:q with 
6(e; S )=0;  in particular, 0~ 82. It follows that 
18131 >j(q_ 1)_ (u 2 1). 
For any two distinct el,e2eS~ and se5 e 
1 el 0 
6(el, e2;s)= 1 e2 0 =(e2-eOs2=AO. 
1 s s 2 
Define 8 3 = 8 3 and c3 = 18 31, then 
/ %>~(q--1)--  2 " (i) 
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To set up an induction, assume, for some t>3,  there is a set o ~' -1  such that: 
whenever 1 ~< r < t - 1, 
if E~('~'.] ~) and ~o SE((t 1)-,) then a(E;S)=det  M(E ;S)¢O.  (2) 
Of course, when r=0 then E is empty and M(E;S)  is a Vandermonde and so 
6(E; S )¢0 ;  and this case need not be considered further. Set ct-~ = IN'-11 and define 
~tl----{ee~'-1: a(e; S) :~0, Se(tY°l) }. 
We now show that 
c, . l=,~'~,~ct - ( tu  1 ) ( t -2 ) .  (3) 
There are two cases: 
(i) If Se(,5"1): 
= 1 e ... e ' -2  0 
1 S 2 S~ 2 st 1 
6(e;S) . . . . . .  . 2. =6(e).  
,t 2 S~-1 1 S t . . .  S t 
6(e) is a polynomial  in e of degree t -2 .  When e=0 a Vandermonde determinant 
results so 6(0)4 = 0. It follows that a(e) is not the constant zero and 6(e) has at most t -2  
zeros. 
(ii) If S'e(t32), S=S'u{O}:  we can assume s2 =0.  
- 8 (e ;  S )  = 6(0 ,  e; S ' )  = 
1 0 ... 0 0 
1 e ... e' 2 0 
1 s3 ... s ' f  2 s~ -1 
1 s, ... s', 2 s', 1 
=es 3 . . .  s,8(e; S'), 
6(e;S ' )¢0 for any ee8 t 1, so in this case 6(e;S) is never zero. 
F rom case (i), for every Se(, '~l) there are at most t -2  values of e that must be 
excluded, and from case (ii) there are no exclusions. Inequal ity (3) now follows. 
Assume for some r, 1 <r<t -1 ,  there is a set g~', l c~]  with the property that for 
any a, l~<a~<r-1 ,  and any Ee(e~'~a,) and Se(,  a~o) then 8(E;S)-~0. We choose 
~ ' rC~ x with the property: 
If EE(¢)) and Se(t  ~°) then 6(E ;S)¢0 .  (4) 
To start with, we can let g~'r be any ( r -  1)-subset of g'r 1; now we try to build up 
g', as large as possible and find a lower bound for Igt, I. Which eeSt ,_ l  can be 
adjoined to St,? 
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Pick E'e(,~_~ D and Se(ts_%) and set 
1 C 
1 e2 
6(e, E'; S )= 1 e, 
1 s ,+ 1 
1 st 
We consider two cases. 
. . .  C t -2  0 
... e~ -2 0 
z 
. . .  err-2 0 
-.. 4 ; ]  s',; ~, 
. . ,  S1 -  2 sit - I 
(5) 
lim Nt, , (c)= oc. 
c --~ ao 
If Es(~t"-f) and se~ then 
1 el ... 
1 f2  " "  
6(E ;s )= : : 
1 et -1  ... 
1 s ... 
G - z  0 
Ct2 -2  0 
: : SO,  
e',: 2 0 
St -2  S t 1 
(7) 
(i) If 0eS: We can assume s t=0 and set S '=S\{0}.  Then 
+_6(e,E ' ;S)=ee2. . .ers ,+l . . . s ,  16(e ,E ' ;S ' )¢0  
since {e} u E' c do'r_ 1 c do'- 1, and dot 1 satisfies property (2). 
(ii) If 0~S:  Set 6(e)=6(e ,E ' ;S ) ,  then 6(O)=e2. . .e , s ,+ l . . . s t6 (E ' ;S )¢O,  since E 'c  
6~t_ 1 cdo , -1  and dot-~ satisfies property (2). It follows that 6(e) is not the constant 
zero and therefore has at most t -  2 roots; this includes the r -  1 roots E'. There are at 
most t - r -1  roots outside E'. 
If d °t, is maximal in ~'~_ a with respect o the property (4) and we set %,= Ig',l, then 
every point of dot_~\dot is a root of some determinant of the form (5). So 
t \ t / I /  r ~1 
Ct, r 1--Ct, r = °~r - l \ f i r  ~r_ l )~t_ t . ) ( t - - r - -1 )  . 
It follows that 
c,,, >~ Nr, ,(ct , , -  1), (6) 
where 
Nt,,(c)=min{:c  <~ ~ +(, ~- l ) ( , " - , ) ( t - r  - 1)}. 
It is easy to see that Nt , , (c )~O(c  w(r-~)) and therefore 
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since 0¢5: .  We set g t=g ' , _2  and ct=[St[. It follows that ~ '  satisfies the property 
analogous to (2). 
We need to show that ct/> u if q is large enough. It is clear from (1) that if q + 0¢ then 
c3--+oo; and, for any t, if c,_~--,oo then from (3), (6), and (7) we have c ,~oo.  Set 
ql (t, u) -= rain {q: c, = c,(q) >~ u}. The proof  is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 6. The proof  given here generalizes a construction of Wilson given 
by Brouwer [4] that is a variant of Wilson's original construction. The presentation 
follows Beth et al. [1, p. 551-554]. Let [Fq be the finite field of size q and let V= ~:~ be 
the d-dimensional vector space over ~:q. Set 
I u+ 1 for t=2,  qo(t,u)=I3u--3 for t=3,  
(ql(t,u) for t~>4 
(8) 
where ql(t,u) is from Theorem 7. We will first give a proof for t~>4 (which actually 
works for all t>~2 with qo(t,u)=ql(t,u)) and then indicate adjustments for t=2 and 
t= 3. F rom Theorem 7, there are u-subsets of ~q, g= {e~ ... . .  e.} and 5 e = {s~ .. . . .  s,}, 
with the properties there stated. 
Let ~ be a partial design Pq(t,k;u) that covers the t-sets : - .  Since d>~[J-[, set 
d' =d- [ J [  and we can index the coordinates of a vector xc  V~_ U:g-a' × ~:qa, s 
x=(xr: Te~-)  x (xl: 1 .~l<~d ). 
Let H c V be the hyperplane of all vectors y satisfying 
d' 
Z Yr+Z Yt=0. (9) 
T~Y I=1 
For any (x (1) . . . . .  x ( ' -* ) )eV ' -1  we write 2=(x  (1) ..... X(t-1)). For each iel, define 
a linear map Fi: V ' -  1 x H + V as follows. Given (2, y)E V t a x H we give the indi- 
vidual coordinates of the image: For  any t-set Te l  
F,(2,y)r=~ Z)= 1, e{-a.x~ ) if ieT, 
Zj= lt-1 S~ -I'X{j)'I-St-" T --  i lyT if i~ T 
and for l=  1,..., d' 
(10) 
t -1 
Fi(X'Y)/= E sJ-li "~I"{J)~TS i, ly,. (11) 
j= l  
For each t-set T~3-  there are q blocks from ~ containing T, so let 
Nr :  {A~:  TeA} --+Yq (12) 
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be a bijection between the blocks containing Tand Fq. For each Ae~ defineJA : I ,  ~ V 
as follows: for each t-set T~-  
fA( i )v=fNr(A) if i=maxT and TeA,  
(13) 
lo else 
and for any l=  1 .... .  d' 
fA(i)~=O. (14) 
Definition of the blocks. For each (~, y, A)e V t- 1 × H × ~ construct he block 
B(~, y, A) = {(i, z): i6A, z = Fi(.~,y) +fA(i) }. (15) 
We have to show these blocks form a partial design P(t, k; u.q ~) covering the family of 
t-sets ~-- ® lqd; that is, for any t-set T' = {rl . . . . .  r,} ~Y  and any z (1) .... .  z (t) in V, there is 
exactly one block of the type (15) containing the t-set {(rl,z (1)) . . . . .  (rt, z(°)}. Put 
another way, for any z "), ..., z (' in V and any t-set T '~J - ,  we want to show the system 
z(1)= I'rt(~2, y) + fA(rl),  
(16) 
z(') = 5,(~, y) + •(r,), 
can be solved for a unique 2eV t-l ,  yel l ,  and Ae~ containing T'. This system of 
equations can be solved coordinate-wise. 
There are three cases. For convenience, we can assume T' = { 1 ..... t}. 
Case (i): For any l, 1 -..< I--.< d', the system for the lth coordinate is 
5" .  , t f 
From (14), fA(i)l=O and the matrix, of Vandermonde type, is non-singular so x(/), 
1 ~<i~< t, and Yz are uniquely determined. 
For any T~-  let r = I T~ T'I; we can assume T(~ T'  = { 1, ..., r}. 
Case (ii) r = t: This is the only case where T= T '= {1 .....  t}. From (13), fA(i)r = 0, 
for 1 <<.i<t, andfA(t)r=Nr(A). The system is 
= + 0 ' 
'%  \ i N/A) 
Any t -1  rows of the matrix are linearly independent; so the first t -1  equations 
uniquely determine x~ ), 1 4 i< t. The bottom equation now determines Nv(A), which, 
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from (12), determines a unique block A containing T. This is the only case where 
Yr drops out and is not determined bythe system; yr will be determined after Case (iii) 
below• 
Case (iii) 0~<r<t: The system for the T coordinate is 
11 e 1 
1 e,  
1 St+ 1 
., erl 2 
.. err -2  
, t -2  
. ,  S r+ 1 
1 s, ... s', -2 
(C I
t#/ 
0 
0 
s,,+ 1 
The matrix is M(E; S), as in Theorem 7, and is therefore non-singular. So x~ ~, 1 ~<i< t, 
and Yr are uniquely determined (since A was determined in the last case)• 
Up to this point, Yr has been determined for all T~J-  except T= T'. Also, each y~ for 
l <~l<~d' has been chosen. Using (9), we choose Yr' to ensure y is in the hyperplane H. 
This shows system (16) can be solved for a unique .~, y, and A and proves the blocks 
constructed in (15) form a partial design P(t,k;u.q") that covers the t-sets Y ® lq,. 
This completes the proof when t >~ 4. 
When t=2: The u-set 5~={s~ ..... s,} can be any subset of ~:q\{0} and ~ plays no 
role in the proof. This demands u ~<q-1, and we can set q0(2, u)=u + 1 in (8)• The 
proof proceeds as before. 
When t=3: Assume q>~3u-3. Let co be a generator of F*, the multipli- 
cative group of Uzq. The set  R={co i+ j -2 :  i<~i<j<~u} has size [Rl=2u--3 and 
[~Zq\R[ =q--(2u-3)>~u. So we can choose a u-set of distinct elements 
8 = {el . . . . .  eu} c [Fq\R. (17) 
Now define, for each i, 1 ~<i~< u, 
(x ( l ) - -e .x  (2) if i~T, 
I~, - "T  I "T  
i ( x 'y )T=~. . I l l± . . ,2 ( i -1 )X(2)  (.oi-I ~r ~-~" r + Yr if iCT  
and for any 1= 1 ..... d' 
Fi(~,y),=xl')+co 2(/- a)x(12)+coi ly,. 
These replace (10) and (11). The proof now proceeds as before. The systems that rise 
have the following determinants. For any distinct numbers h, i, and j, 1 <~ h, i,j ~ u, we 
have in Case (i): 
1 (D2(h  1) 
1 (D2(i 1) 
1 (.02 ( j - 1) 
(.oh - 1 ~ - -  ( O) j -  
(D i - 1 1 __  (D i -  1 ) ( (D  j -  1 __  (_oh - 1 ) ( ( .o i  - 1 __  (Dh - 1)  5; ~ 0 ! 
( j j j -1  
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The only singular case occurs in Case (ii): 
1 -eh  0 
1 - -e l  0 , 
o 1 - -  ej 
which, from (17), has the property that any two rows are linearly independent. In 
Case (iii): 
1 --eh 0 = 
i (,02 (i_ 1 ) (Di-1 __(o)J- l_(.oi- l)(eh_(Di+j-2)5~ 0 
(.02(J- 1) O j -  i 
and 
i _ e h 
- -  e i 
f~D2(J -I) 
OJ 1 =c° J - l (eh- -e i )#O;  
these are non-zero from (17). The proof  goes through as before and we can set 
qo(3,u)=3u-3 in (8). 
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